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TECHNICAL PAPER

AN INELASTIC ANALYSIS OF A WELDED ALUMINUM JOINT

I. INTRODUCTION

Butt-weld joints are common design features of pressure vessels, and are as reliable as the

weakest element in the weld chain. In practice, weld material properties are determined from a tensile

test specimen and are provided to the stress analyst in the form of a stress versus strain diagram (fig. 1).

Material

J_=_d Fillet

h=,.=

Strain in/in

Figure 1. Typical stress-strain curve for welds.

The most common method of analysis assumes the weld is free from residual stresses produced

by the welding process and ignores any variation of material properties within the weld. Experimental

and analytical investigations of residual stresses and heat-affected zones (HAZ's) are numerous. Rybicki

and Stonesifer _ developed computational models to calculate the magnitude and distribution of residual

stresses for multipass welds. Papzoglou and Masubuchi included phase-transformation effects and

thermo-elastic-plastic analysis to develop computational methods of determining residual stresses in

welds. 2 Agapakis et al. 3 investigated analytical models for the calculation of residual-stress relaxation

during stress-relief heat treatments. The softening of material properties in HAZ's has also been studied

in great detail. Robertson and Dwight 4 used classical heat-flow theory to determine the extent of HAZ's

for multipass welds.

To date, there has been little effort to study the effects of residual stresses and material property

variations for loaded weld joints. Postwelding heat treatments, stress-relief techniques, and thermal con-

trois during the welding process are designed to eliminate the detrimental effects of these process-

induced variables. However, experimental studies have shown that these variables may be present in a
weld even after efforts have been made to remove them. 5-7

A good welded joint will usually develop the full strength of the material being joined unless the

high temperature necessary for the process changes the properties of the materials. The welding process



for thick welds requireshigh temperaturesand, therefore,shouldbesuspectfor variationsin material
propertiesat theweld.Theeffectsof variationsin propertiesthroughthethicknessof theweldandalong
thewidth of theweld aredifficult to assessbecauseof theinaccessibilityof weldsin serviceapplications
andbecauseof thecostsassociatedwith suchstudies.

A butt weld is a weld in which two membersarejoined by machininga groove for the weld
materialand thenbutting theremainingparentmaterialtogetherat theends(fig. 2). Dependingon the
thicknessof thematerial,it is commonto requiremultipleweldpassesto fill thegroove.In suchaweld,
thepassesstart at midthicknessand alternatefrom onesideto anotherin aneffort to providesymmet-
rical materialpropertiesthroughoutthe thickness(fig. 2). In additionto variancethroughthethickness
of the weld, the material properties can vary across the width of the weld due to the presence of an HAZ
between the weld material and the parent material. Such welds are currently used in a variety of large

aerospace structures. Tests of such structures have often resulted in failures of the weld at measured

strain values well below those predicted by currently available computational methods (see e.g., ref-
erence 8).
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Figure 2. Multiple-pass weld.



In 1991,a NASA-sponsoredexperimentalresearchproject indicatedthat 2219-T87aluminum
weldsexhibit distinct zonesof varyingmaterialpropertiesacrossthe HAZ andthroughthe thicknessof
theweld.n-7Theprojectinitially involvedaxially loading2219-T87specimenswith aweldedjoint in the
center.The testsindicatedthe weld andthe HAZ aremuchmoreductile than the parentmaterial.5 At

higherstrainvalues,largeamountsof neckingis apparentin the weld andHAZ, indicating a complex
stateof strain in the specimen.Additional investigationsusing specimenswith 1.4-in thicknessdis-
coverednonlinear,nonuniform materialpropertiesthroughthe weld thickness.One side of the weld
specimenwas found to bemuchweakerandmoreductile than the otherside.6Numerical analysisof
thesetest specimensfailed to producepredictionsconsistentwith experimentalresults.The material
modelingand the finite-elementcodewereconsideredinadequateto simulatethe true behaviorof the
weld joint.4

The purposeof this study is to investigateanalytical andcomputationalmethodsusedfor the
analysisof athick weld andto developananalyticalmodelthatcanbeusedto predicttheweld response
to staticallyappliedloads.Theresultsof theanalysiswill becomparedto experimentaldatato determine
the weld behavior and the accuracyof the analysismethods.The weld consideredin this study is a
multiple-passaluminum2219-T87butt weld asshownin figure 2. Elasticity andplasticity theory are
examinedto provideinsight into modelingtheinelasticpropertiesbeyondtheweldmaterialelasticlimit.
A one-dimensional(I-D), single-zonematerialmodelis developedto demonstratetheaccuracyof the
computationalmethodwhencomparedto analyticalpredictionsandto experimentalresults.The mate-
rial modeling methodsverified in thesingle-zonematerialmodel are thenapplied to a multiple-zone
materialmodelof thesametensiletestspecimen.

Theweld specimenis modeledusingthefinite-elementcodeABAQUS. The analysis procedure

will begin with a linear analysis of the test specimen. The predictions of the finite-element model will be

verified by comparison to theory and to test in the elastic region. The material constants for the inelastic

analysis will be determined from available test data (stress-strain curve). An analytical model of the test

specimen will be developed to verify the inelastic material modeling methods used in the finite-element

model. The predictions of the analytical model and the finite-element model will then be compared to

the inelastic test data to verify both models. The single-zone material model will provide a benchmark

for developing the multiple-zone material model. The material modeling methods verified in the single-

zone material model are repeated for each set of material properties used in the multiple-zone material

model. The results of the multiple-zone finite-element model analysis will then be compared to test data.

As part of the analysis performed in this study, the finite-element model and tensile test data are both

used to determine Poisson's ratio in the inelastic region. The computational value is then compared to

the value obtained from test data. The results of the comparisons are used to discuss several aspects of

multipass weld behavior and to make recommendations concerning future analysis and testing of welds.

Section I contains a development of the equations to be used for the stress and strain calculations

to follow. Linear elastic stress-strain equations are presented and compared against inelastic equations.

Section II provides an analysis of a welded tensile test specimen using incremental strain theory. Section

III develops the computational model of the tensile test specimen. The first computational model

assumes the weld has continuous (single-zone) material properties through the thickness of the

specimen. In section IV, the second computational model assumes the weld has varying (multiple-zone)

material properties through the thickness. In addition, section IV provides a comparison of the

computational predictions and the experimental data. Finally, section V offers conclusions and

recommendations for future analyses of thick welds.
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II. EQUATIONS OF STRESS AND STRAIN

A. Linear Elastic Solutions

Linear elastic solutions are the basis for most structural analyses performed in engineering appli-

cations. Concepts from linear elastic theory are presented herein to define terms and to identify and

understand similarities between elastic and inelastic methods of analysis.

Consider the three-dimensional normal and shear stress acting on a solid volume as illustrated in

figure 3.

Figure 3. Normal and shear stress orientations.

Engineering stress is defined as the ratio of applied load to the initial cross-sectional area; engi-

neering strain is defined as the ratio of the deflection in the direction of an applied normal load to an

original length. The stress-swain diagram of a polycrystalline material in uniaxial tension is illustrated in

figure 4.
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Figure 4. Normal stress-normal strain curve.
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The initial linear portion of the stress-straindiagramis the linear elastic region in which the
stressis directly proportionalto thestrain.ThisrelationshipisknownasHooke'slaw. Theratio of stress
to strain in a uniaxial specimenis known asthemodulusof elasticity or Young's modulus.The appli-
cation of a load in a uniaxial direction also causesa contraction in the transversedirection for all

homogenous,isotropic materials.The absolutevalueof theratioof the lateralstrainandtheaxial strain
is Poisson'sratio.

Shearstrainsareproducedin a materialby theactionof shearing stresses. The shear stress-shear

strain diagram is similar to the normal uniaxial relationship in figure 4, having a linear and nonlinear

region. In the linear region the shear stress and shear strain are also proportional; the constant of propor-

tionality is called the shear modulus. The shear modulus is related to the modulus of elasticity as:

E
G = _ (1)

2(1+ v) '

where E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, and G is the shear modulus.

The three-dimensional stress-strain relationships derived from the superposition of 1-D Hooke's
laws and Poisson's ratio effects are written as follows:

(2a)

(2b)

1
(2c)

y_y = G% , (2d)

Yr_ = Gz,,_, (2e)

"Y,,z = Gz,,_ . (2f)

If only normal stresses are applied to a three-dimensional element, a change in the element

volume will result. This volume change can be written in terms of the normal strains as:

AV
B

V ex+ey+e_ (3)

From equations (2a) through (2f) and (3), the sum of the three normal elastic strains is proportional to

the sum of the three normal stress components and is given by:

1-2v :

e,+e +e z - _ [_+cry+_z) . (4)
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B. Inelastic Solutions

The stress-strain equations for the inelastic analysis to be performed are similar to the linear

elastic equations discussed in the previous section. The derivation of the equations to be used can be

found in any one of numerous text books addressing the field of incremental strain theory. The equations

presented here can be found in reference 9. Following the procedure in reference 9, the incremental

strain equations for the plastic (inelastic) stress-strain region may be written as:

3to a_-_(a,+a_ "to , (5a)

de,;- F(r°) [ 1 ]d ro, (5b)

de_ = F(r°----2[ 1 )]3to dro, (5c)

d_,_y- F(r°) _.ydr,, , (5d)
to

d)'y_ = _F(r°) ry_dro , (5e)
ro

d_y_ - F(r°) _,d'¢_ , (5f)
ro

where F(zo) is a function of "to, the octahedral shear stress. The octahedral shearing stress can be ex-

pressed as follows in terms of the normal and shear stress •

1 2 2

r o = "_aJ(o'_,-O'y)+(O'y-O'_)+(o'_-o'; 2+) 6(r_2+2 Zry_+rL) (6)

These stress-strain relations are for loading only and differ from equations (5a) through (5f), the linear

stress-strain relations, in the following manner:

1. The engineering strain e_,ey,e_ and ?%,7_,?'zy have been replaced by incremental strains

P P P P P P
de_,de_,de z and• d?'g,d77_z, dYy_ ,

2. Young's Modulus has been replaced by 3r° dr •
F(ro ) o, and,

3. Poisson's ratio, v, has been set equal to 1/2 for all materials.

Bridgman's experiments _o substantiated the claim that the change in unit volume due to the

increments of plastic strain must be zero. The resulting plastic Poisson's ratio can be computed by



consideringthesumof the incrementalstrainsin termsof an unknown plastic Poisson's ratio as follows:

By adding equations (5a) through (5c) we have

p p p

de x -I-d,_,y +de z

which can be rewritten as

31:o

dex dey de_- 3to
(7)

Since the left-hand side of the equation must equal zero, it must follow that vpt = 1/2. This relationship is

referred to as the constant-volume assumption.

In order to apply the plastic stress-strain equations, the function F(r o) must be developed. The

function F('c o ) is a material property and, like most structural material properties, can be derived from a

simple tensile test in which try = trz = 0, and loads are applied only in the tr_ direction. In such a case,

the octahedral shear stress can be written as:

r ° = _ try) +(try) = --_tr_ , (8a)

d_ o = "- dtrx (8b)
3

from which it follows that

Now, consider the plastic stress-strain equation for de_, given by equation (5a). For the uniaxial tensile

-  dtr
test, the following values are substituted into this equation: _:o = --_-tr_, dro - 3 _' trr = trz = O.

The result is as follows:

(9)
3 x.

It is shown in reference 9 that a simple tension test can be used to define a function f(_wr--232try) which is

related to de p through the following equation:

(lOa)

7



Takingthe derivativeof bothsidesof equation(10a)yieldsthefollowing equationfor incrementalplas-
tic strain de_"

1 "f'vr2 )d
(10b)

Equating equations (9) and (10b) gives

(11)

Therefore, F("t o) is related to f('t o ) as follows:

F(Zo) = S'('ro)- dr(r°)

dZo
(12)

Making use of equation (12), equations (5a) through (5f) can be integrated to yield total permanent
stresses and strains, as follows:

1 /]3"to crx-_-(Cry+Cr_ , (13a)

:l,l[ 1 ]_; - 3"to o,- _ (ox+,,_), (13b)

f(1:o) r
_: - Lo- ?-3L

(13c)

y_ _ f("to)"t_ , (13d)
ro

"f_ - f('c°) "ryz , (13e)
ro

Y_ - f(r°) "t_ (13f)
ro

These equations constitute the "incremental" or "flow" theory for plastic stress-strain relations.

The actual form of the function f(ro) will be derived in the next section. Experimental results from ref-

erences 11 and 12 indicate that incremental strain theory provides satisfactory accuracy when small

strain values are considered. Thus the accuracy of equations (13a) through (13f) is considered sufficient

for the analyses to be performed as part of this study.

8



lIl. ANALYSIS OF A WELD SINGLE-ZONE MATERIAL PROPERTY COUPON USING

INCREMENTAL STRAIN THEORY

A nonlinear analytical method is developed in this section for a single-zone material specimen.

The geometry and material of the specimen considered is presented in figure 5.

1.375 in t_

-f
--,, 6.375 in "--

Weld material specimen

(2219-T87 Weld)

Figure 5. Geometry of single-zone specimen.

The stress-strain curve of the aluminum 2219-T87 weld based on experimental data is shown in

figure 6. As indicated in figure 6, the yield stress of the weld material is approximately 10,000 lb/in 2. In

order to perform the analysis required, it is first necessary to determine an expression for the function

f(ro). This function is derived for the weld stress-strain curve in figure 6 as follows.

Z

4.0E+04

3.0E+04

2.0E+04

1.0E+04

0.0E+00

!
i a l

, . o

............ "* ........ r ........... • ............

i i i *

, | . *

i i a *

, | i i

........ ! ............ s. ........... ,4 ............

i

: :

0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02

Normal Strain (in/in)

Yield Stress

Figure 6. Weld material properties.

Following the procedure in reference 9, we define the generalized plastic strain in terms of

incremental plastic strains as follows:

9



2 ] p2 p2 p2 1 p2 p2 p2

dI -'p" = -'_Jd_. x "Jf-d_y "+'d_ z + _ (dYxy -}-d_y z -}-dr_ ) (14a)

Making use of equations (5a) through (50 and assuming uniaxial loading, equation (14a) defines a uni-

axial generalized plastic strain as follows:

2 F ]2-Io3,.J+F*o)C_l &ov3VL3_o J t3_ok _ ; J t3_ok

This reduces to

4_
When _o = ---_cL

"x/2dF; = 2 F('¢o___))rYxdVo .

3L

is substituted into the above equation the result is,

(14c)

10

Thus, F_ is written as

and

where,

r 7 = _(e_) , (16)

_'Px j_total linear= -x -G (17a)

E_ea r = 0"_ (17b)
E

" '°'a' ,18 F° = ex E, "

dr"o'= F(ro)d_o (14d)

Since, F(ro) = f'(ro), equation (14d)becomes

dF 7 = f'(vo)d'co , (14e)

Finally both sides of equation (14e) can be integrated to yield

j" J:,() :()C'= dF"o'= ro dro = _:o • (15)

Thus the quantity F_" is in fact the function f(vo). Continuing the procedure in reference 9, the quantity

F_' is expressed in terms of plastic strain as follows:



Using thedatafrom figure 6, thefollowing stress-straincurve(fig. 7) is now obtainedin termsof

"to and F_:

G

(psi)

1.8E+04

1.6E+04 -

1.4E+04 -

1.2E+04 -

1.0E+04 -

8.0E+03

............i...........[.........i............
.......... . ........................ .° .....

e | o

i !

| a

| |

i i i

o M o

i i i

i i o

....... "I............ ,"........... _............
I t e
i e i

o i t

o o I
o o I

o t m

o o |

o | |

0.000 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020

I-"o'= G(E_)(in/in)

Figure 7. Generalized weld properties.

The shape of the generalized stress-strain curve suggests that "to can be written in terms of F_' as

- tab

"to = a_Fo) . As illustrated in figure 8, the log plot of the data does in fact yield a reasonably straight

line. (It will be shown that the slight imperfection in the line will have negligible effects on the accuracy

of the solution.)

To find the value of a and b consider the equation of a straight line, that is, y = mx+b. This

equation can be applied to figure 8 in the form log('to) = b(log(F_'))+log(a). Then the slope of the

straight line in figure 8 is b and the value of log('t o) when log(l"'o') = 0 is log(a). Using the data in

figure 8, we have

• (17.6"_

b= log(17.6e3)-log(9.66e3) l°gt 9--.-_ ) 0.261 0.2371

log(L64e-2)-log(1.30e-3) , (.0164"_ L101

'°gt.o--_-i7 )

Continuing to solve for the value of a:

= "to ( 9.183×103 _ 03

a (F2,)b = t.(_-.-._7. ) = 47.21×1

11
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Figure 8. Log-log plot of generalized weld properties.

Thus, the equation for the generalized stress-strain curve for the weld material is:

_o = 47.21×103(r;) °237 (19)

Figure 9 shows a comparison of equation (19) with the test da_a from figure 7.

As can be seen in figure 9, the results of equation (19) compare very well with the experimental

data. Following the procedure in reference 9, this equation can now be combined with the plastic stress-

strain equations (13a) through (13f) as follows.

First we write:

4_
3o= _-o, = a(r:')'

Then making use of equation (15),

i(3o)= rz = t 3<,x) (20)

From which it follows that

1

i(3o) - I,, 3a )

33o _,
(21)

12
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Figure 9. Comparison of test data to equation for the weld material.

Substituting equation (21) into (13a) through (13f), the plastic stress-strain equations can then be written

as:

1

3o,[ , ]e; = ,,/2o', a,- _ (o',+a_) , (22a)

P

Cy

1

3a ) 1 (m+crz)]4_,_ ["- 2
(22b)

e,- 3a_] [O.z - "21 (O.x_t.O.y)] ,

(22c)

1

3a )

r_ = _,_
3_ (22d)

13



I

3r_,_ , (22e)

_,_ = t 3a )
-42tr. 3r=< . (22f)

Figure 10 compares the results of equation (22a) with try = tr_ = 0 and the experimental stress-strain

data from figure 6.

4.0E+04 i |

| I

3 0E+04 :_

....... .......................:............
#',

1.0E+04 ..........................................

0.0E+00 t.2
0.000 0.005 0.010 0.015 ').020

Tensile test data

Stress-strain equation

Total Strain (in/in)

Figure 10. Comparison of test data to equation from incremental strain theory.

As can be seen in figure 10, the inelastic analytical equations compare very well to the tensile
test data.

The next step is to develop a finite element model of a tensile test specimen and compare its

predictions to both this 1-D analytical solution and the tensile test data. The finite-element model and

the 1-D analysis will be used to develop the more complicated finite element model of the multizone

test specimen in section IV.
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IV. COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF A TENSILE TEST SPECIMEN

A. Introductory Comments

In correlating the analytical, computational, and test results, the goal is to systematically develop

a model of a multiple-zone material weld. The single-zone model will be used as a benchmark to de-

velop the more complex multiple-zone model. The material property data input into the finite-element

code will be verified by comparison to the previously developed analytical solution and the tensile test

data. The methods developed and verified for the single-zone material model will then be repeated for

the multiple-zone material model.

B. The Finite-Element Model for One Material Property in the Tensile Test Specimen

The finite-element analysis program ABAQUS (version 5.2) is used to model the behavior of a

single-zone material test specimen. The mesh geometry of the finite-element model is illustrated in

figure 11.
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Figure 11. Finite-element model for single-zone material model.

The mesh geometry was developed to provide a high element density in the center of the speci-

men. Eight brick elements are used through the thickness and the width of the element; each element has

an aspect ratio of 1:1. Each node at the left end is constrained in all six degrees of freedom. The loads

are applied in 20 load increments from 0 to a maximum load of 37,500 lb/in 2.

The computational solution requires the development of material properties to input into the

finite-element code. ABAQUS requires all stress and strain input data in true-stress and true-strain terms.
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Theengineeringstress-straincurveshownin figure 12doesaotgive "true" deformationcharacteristics
becauseit is basedon the original dimensionsof thetest specimen.During a test, the original dimen-
sionsarecontinuouslychanginguntil thespecimenbecome,,;unstableandnecksdown beforeultimate
failure. Thetrue stressvalueis basedon theactualcross-sectionalareaof thespecimen.Thetrue stress
versustrue straincurve indicatesthat thestress-straincurveincreasesmonotonicallyuntil the specimen
fractures.

It}

1/)

ID
L..

@

True Stress-strain curve

Failure Load

Max Loa_

/ tg22"
_ Failure Load

_' Engineering Stress-strain curve

Yield

Strain

y

Figure 12. Stress-strain curve to illustrate true stress and true strain concept.

The true-stress equation is derived assuming the volume of the test specimen remains constant or

e,,P+eyP+ezp = 0. This equation is only good until necking or unstable stress begins to appear in the spec-

imen.

True stress, o ''_, is expressed in terms of the engineering stress, or, by:

O "true _" o(e+l) , (23a)

where

P
cr = -- , (23b)

Ao

is the engineering stress. The true strain, e ''e, may be determined from the engineering strain, e, by:

e "_ = ln(e+l) (24)

Figure 13 shows a plot of the true stress-true strain data and the engineering stress-engineering

strain for the weld material properties (fig. 6). Apparently, the difference between the "true" data and the

"engineering" data is small for the strain levels considered in Ihis study.

In addition to requiring true-stress and true-strain input data, ABAQUS requires that the numer-

ical value of strain at the yield point must be zero. Therefore, the linear portion of strain must be sub-

tracted from total strain as shown in equation (25).
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Figure 13. Comparison of true stress-strain data to engineering stress-strain data for the weld.

(25)

The equations to convert the engineering stress-strain data into ABAQUS compatible data is

given by equations (23) and (25). The ABAQUS *PLASTIC solution was chosen for this analysis

because it is an incremental plasticity solution in which the mechanical strain rate is decomposed into an

elastic part and a plastic (inelastic) part. This solution is consistent with the incremental-strain theory

discussed previously. The *PLASTIC option is used to specify the plastic part of the material model for

elastic-plastic materials that use the Mises or Hill yield surface. The ABAQUS input data for the

*PLASTIC option is given in table 1.

Table 1. Weld material properties (ABAQUS *PLASTIC option)

Strain Stress True Strain True Stress *PLASTIC

0.00E+00

1.04E-03

3.13E-03

3.82E-03

4.51E-03

5.21E-03

5.90E-03

6.60E-03

7.29E-03

1.08E-02

1.35E-02

1.56E-02

0

9,700

20,500

22,800

24,300

25,800

27,000

28,100

29,200

33,600

36,200

37,300

0.00E+00

-7.66E-07

9.18E-04

1.36E-03

1.89E-03

2.42E-03

2.99E-03

3.56E-03

4.13E-03

7.10E-03

9.56E-03

1.15E-02

0

9,710

20,564

22,887

24,410

25,934

27,159

28,285

29,413

33,962

36,690

37,883

0.00E+00

9.18E-04

1.36E-03

1.89E-03

2.42E-03

2.99E-03

3.56E-03

4.13E-03

7.10E-03

9.56E-03

1.15E-02

9,710

20,564

22,887

24,410

25,934

27,159

28,285

29,413

33,962

36,690

37,883
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C. Results of the Finite-Element Analysis for a Single-Zone Material Property Test Specimen

The finite-element model is verified by a series of checks contained in the preprocessor and

postprocessor code PATRAN 3.0. PATRAN is used to create and process the entire finite-element model.

The results of the finite-element model for plastic strain are compared to both analytical equation

predictions and tensile test data. The analytical values are obtained by using equations (20a) through

(20f), with a = 47.21×103 and b = 0.237. Table 2 compares the analytical predictions and the ABAQUS

results. These results are plotted in figure 14. As evident in figure 14, the agreement is excellent between

the predictions of the analytical model and the predictions of the ABAQUS model. Furthermore, it is

noted that the data in table 2 shows the constant-volume rule is maintained by the analytical solution and

the computational solution. This in turn implies that the Poisson's ratio for plastic strain calculations
must be 0.5.

Table 2. Comparison of analytical and computational methods.

Analytical Equations ABAQUS results (Converted to English data)

+ P p P+ P+ PStrain X Strain Y Strain Z e_ ey +e z Strain X Strain Y Strain Z e_ eye z

0.00E+00

3.63E-08

6.77E-07

3.74E-06

1.26E-05

3.23E-05

6.97E-05

1.34E-04

2.34E-04

3.85E-04

6.00E-04

8.96E-04

1.29E-03

1.81E-03

2.46E-03

3.28E-03

4.29E-03

5.51E-03

6.98E-03

8.70E-03

1.07E-02

0.00E+00

-1.82E-08

-3.38E-07

-1.87E-06

-6.30E-06

-1.62E-05

-3.49E-05

-6.68E-05

-1.17E-04

-1.93E-04

-3.00E-04

-4.48E-04

-6.46E-04

-9.03E-04

-1.23E-03

- 1.64E-03

-2.15E-03

-2.76E-03

-3.49E-03

-4.35E-03

-5.35E-03

0.00E+00

-1.82E-08

-3.38E-07

- 1.87E-06

-6.30E-06

-1.62E-05

-3.49E-05

-6.68E-05

- 1.17E-04

- 1.93E-04

-3.00E-04

-4.48E-04

-6.46E-04

-9.03E-04

-1.23E-03

-1.64E-03

-2.14E-03

-2.75E-03

-3.49E-03

-4.35E-03

-5.34E-03

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+C0

0.00E+C0

1.30E-04

2.89E-04

4.47E-04

6.06E-04

7,65E-0,1

9.30E-0,1

1.29E-03

1.88E-03

2.57E-03

3.48E-03

4.52E-03

5.75E-03

6.98E-03

8.63E-03

1.09E-02

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

-6.51E-05

- 1.44E-04

-2.24E-04

-3.03E-04

-3.82E-04

-4.65E-04

-6.43E-04

-9.38E-04

-1.28E-03

-1.74E-03

-2.25E-03

-2.87E-03

-3.48E-03

-4.29E-03

-5.42E-03

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

-6.51E-05

- 1.44E-04

-2.24E-04

-3.03E-04

-3.82E-04

-4.65E-04

-6.43E-04

-9.38E-04

-1.28E-03

-1.74E-03

-2.25E-03

-2.86E-03

-3.47E-03

-4.29E-03

-5.41E-03

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0001

0.0001

Figure 15 is a comparison of the tensile test data and t_e results from the computational analysis.

The excellent agreement establishes that the method of ¢leveloping the material model input for

ABA QUS is correct.

The methods used to develop the single-zone material model will now be extended to develop a

multiple-zone material model. The validity of the multiple-zone model will be determined by comparing

the results of the multiple-zone model to experiment data obtained from reference 6.
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D. The Analysis of Multiple-Zone Material Properties in the Tensile Test Specimen

1. Experimental Results. The geometry of the specimen to be considered for the computational

models is illustrated in figure 16. As can be seen in figure 16, the specimen can have multiple material

properties.

1.375 ir

±
PLATE

I I"0.50 in !

(

FORGING

_" ," "_"tc in

Figure 16. Geometry of multiple-zone test specimen.

The dimensions of the specimen were chosen to ensure that the plane stress (or r = crz = 0)

condition was maintained when one material was used in the finite-element model. The nomenclature

used in the development of the multiple-zone material specimen is illustrated in figure 17.

×

Figure 17. Strain gauge locations for the multiple-zone test specimen.
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Straingaugedatawascollectedat pointsalong thecenterlineof theweld andat points 1/2inch
from thecenterline.Thedatapointsarereferredto by thelabelof theintersectinglines,i.e., centerlineat
C.

Stress-strain curves were experimentally obtained for each of the intersection points shown in

figure 17. Centerline curves are given in figure 18, while figure 19 shows the curves for the various loca-

tions 1/2inch away from the centerline. The data represents the average of two test specimens; no visible

neckdown occurred during the test and the specimens were not loaded to failure. The strain values were

recorded at increasing loads during each experiment, and the corresponding stress values were obtained

by dividing the load by the initial area of the specimen. It should be noted that the experimental data

indicate a variation in Young's modulus across the specimen. At the center of the specimen Young's

modulus corresponds to the expected value for aluminum (10.6x106 lb/in2). However, at locations

toward the TOP of the specimen Young's modulus decreases to 6.7x106 lb/in 2. Conversely at locations

toward the BTM of the specimen Young's modulus increases to 15.6×106 lb/in 2. This is an indication

that the specimens were not in a uniform state of stress. For the purposes of this investigation, the exper-

imental data will be used as is, recognizing that the material properties for this specimen are derived

under a nonuniform state of stress. The stress-strain data was converted to the input format required by

ABAQUS using the methods benchmarked in the previous section.

ga,

119
t_,

,m
t..

o Jill

50000
i

........ J.°40000

30000

20000

10000

'q.... i ........ i............

0.000 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020

Centerline at TOP

Centerline at LC

Centerline at C

.6. Centerline at RC

...... _ ...... Centerline at BTM

Engineering Strain (in/in)

Figure 18. Experimental stress-strain curve from the multiple-zone specimen at the centerline.

The data in figure 18 indicates a large variation in response along the centerline from the TOP

side of the specimen to the BTM side. In addition, the data at the centerline of the weld is different than

that at the 1/z-in line. As can be seen in figure 19, the data at the l/z-in line is more uniform than the data

shown in figure 18. The material properties are expected to be more uniform at points away from the

weld because eventually the data will become the uniform parent material properties. In fact, the data in

figure 19 can be approximated by a single curve for stress values below 30 ksi.
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Figure 19. Experimental stress-strain curve from the multiple-zone specimen at the 1/2-in line.

2. Finite-Element Modeling and Results for the Multiple-Zone Specimen. The finite-element

model is composed of 16 elements from the TOP side to the BTM side of the specimen. The stress-strain

data for locations between those at which experimental data were obtained are given by linear

interpolation of the experimental data. For example, the strain at a location between TOP and LC is

calculated using the following set of equations:

s=E , (26a)

Y °ung's M°dulus = I'Rroe_-___RLc (N ,) l( Eroe- Ezc )
(26b)

where AR is the length between elements, Ne is the element increment number from TOP, and

Rrop -Ru: is the length between TOP and LC. In this manner, the model provides a smooth transition

between the various material properties.

The stiffness change associated with a sequential yiekl process induces a nonuniform stress field

across the width of the specimen and produces bending in the specimen under an uniaxial loading. How-

ever, the tensile test equipment used to generate the data ia figures 18 and 19 maintains alignment

between the clamped and loading ends of the specimen. To namerically replicate the testing conditions,

the specimen finite-element model was constrained laterally a:_ shown in figure 20.
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Figure 20. Illustration of the boundary conditions for the multiple-zone model.

The results of the finite-element model are compared to the experimental results across the cen-

terline of the weld. Figures 21 through 24 compare experimental data to the finite-element predictions in

the X direction at the TOP, C, and BTM locations, respectively. As can be seen in these figures, the

ABAQUS results compared well to the experimental data in the direction of the load.
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Figure 21. Comparison of X-direction experimental stress-strain values
to finite-element results at the TOP.
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Figure 24. Comparison of Y-direction experimental stress-strain values
to finite-element results at the TOP.

A comparison of the experimental results and the finite-element predictions in the Y direction at

the TOP location (fig. 24), also indicates good agreement. At stress levels above 20 ksi it is noted that

the model begins to slightly underpredict the experimental stress values for a given strain value.

At the C location, the ABAQUS model is in good agreement for the linear range of the response

(fig. 25). However, the model overpredicts the strain at stress levels above yield. As discussed in the

previous section, the incremental strain theory and ABAQUS both rely on the constant volume as-

sumption, that is _xP_-_ye+e zp = 0; the implication of the constant volume assumption is that Poisson's

ratio will be 0.5 for plastic strain. The plot of Poisson's ratio for the C location confirms that the

Poisson's ratio is approximately 0.5 for the ABAQUS results in the plastic regime (fig. 26). However, in

figure 27 the plot of Poisson's ratio from the experimental data indicates that Poisson's ratio is

decreasing at location C as the load increases. This indicates that this weld specimen does not respond to

applied load with constant volume deformations.

At the BTM location the ABAQUS results and the experimental results compared well in the

linear region but also diverged when the response became inelastic (fig. 28). In the linear region, the

slight divergence is probably caused by scatter in the experimental data. 7 However, at stress levels above

yield the divergence cannot be explained by any experimental inaccuracy. 7 The experimental data in

figure 27, shows that Poisson's ratio at this point in the specimen increased beyond the constant-volume

assumption value of 0.5. This indicates that the deformation in the axial direction is not proportional to

the deformation in the lateral directions. Physically, the specimen is deforming more in the Y direction

than is being predicted and, as shown in figure 25, the specimen is deforming less in the Z direction than

predicted.
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Figure 25. Comparison of Z-direction experimental stress-strain values to finite-element results at C.
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3. Experimental and Computational Contour Plots. F.gure 29 shows experimental contour plots

obtained during a photostress evaluation of the weld specimen. 6 The aluminum 2219-T87 weld speci-

mens used in the photoelastic study were over 1 in thick (fig. 30). Multiple weld passes started at

midthickness and alternated from one side to another in an effort to provide symmetrical material

properties throughout the thickness. Figure 29 illustrates the progressive shear strain through the

thickness of the weld resulting from increasingly applied axial stress. The peak strains on the outer edge

due to a 24-ksi, uniaxially-applied load, indicates the presence of a residual stress induced during the

weld process. As the applied stress increases, the residual stress becomes less prominent and the strain
field becomes more uniform across the width of the weld.

The specimen used in the photoelastic study was instrumented with strain gauges and photo-

elastic stress film. Though a uniform progressive axial tension stress was externally applied on the

specimen, a concentrated strain was initially noted on one side of the weld which continued to spread to

the other side until the whole thickness sustained a uniform strain. In other words, the uniform axial

stress unexpectedly initiated a gradient strain across the weld thickness which grew into a more uniform

strain field with increasing axial stress. Hardness tests proved the initially high-strained weld side was a

weaker material than the opposite side. The weaker side was also noted to have had the last weld pass.

The most likely explanation for this phenomena is that the alternating weld passes from one side

to the other caused the material of the last pass to shrink and lock in strains, while cooling stresses are

forcing the opposite weld side to stretch and cold work. The result is a weld with gradient material prop-

erties and an anisotropic Poisson's ratio across the thickness. It might be suspected that the very large

thermal coefficient of expansion of aluminum intensifies the cold work phenomenon over steel welds.

The specimens were heat treated to relieve the thermal induced strains. However, because the weld joins

an aluminum plate alloy to an aluminum forging alloy, extensive heat treatment would degrade the prop-

erties of the aluminum forging.

The results of the finite-element model are presented as contour plots of strain in figures 31

through 35. These figures are included here to provide a cle_er understanding of the behavior of the

weld under an axial load. The deformation plot in figure 31 illustrates that the specimen model necks

down at the center line of the weld. The uniform deflection across the weld is maintained by the con-

straints which prevent bending of the specimen. Figure 32 is the contour plot of the axial strains which

illustrates the variation of the material properties from the TOP point to the BTM point. Figure 33 is a

cross-sectional view of the centerline of the weld. Note tha_ the strains are maximum over a region

within the top center portion of the specimen model. The strair_s are not peaking across the surface of the

weld where strain gauges would be located during a typical ter_sile test (i.e., points LC, C or RC). This is

significant in that any subsurface flaws would be subjected Io higher loads than measured by surface

strain gauges. Figures 34 and 35 illustrate the strain in the Y direction. These figures indicate that a sig-

nificant amount of shear is generated by the constraints applied! to prevent bending.
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24,000 psi 28,000 psi 32,000 psi 36,000 psi
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Figure 29. Photostress evaluation of a weld test specimen as the load increases (from Dr. S.C. Gambrell,

University of Alabama: Report No. BER 591-97).
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

An approach for modeling and verifying the response of welds to uniaxiany-applied loads has

been successfully developed and implemented. The methods of analysis were compared to experimental

results to determine the behavior and the accuracy of the analysis methods. The computational-model

axial-strain predictions compared very well with longitudinal-weld experimental data but did not cor-

relate very well with transverse strain data. Additional elemt_'nts and material property inputs are not

expected to increase the accuracy of the solution because the ABAQUS finite-element code assumes

constant-volume deformation, while the experimental data indicates otherwise. The predictions of the

model were significantly different from the experimental data beyond the linear elastic regime because

the anisotropic nature of the weld test specimen was not included in the computational model. However,

it may be possible to reformulate the 1-D stress-strain model with an appropriate Poisson's ratio, and

then modify the computational model to provide more accurate weld-stress analyses.

The results obtained in this study showed a limitation in the finite-element code ABAQUS and

illustrated the need for developing a model with an anisotropic Poisson's ratio. In addition, it demon-

strated that uniaxial test data may not provide adequate material properties for thick welds. It should also

be interesting to investigate the cold work phenomenon on welds of varying thickness to determine the

sensitivities of the material properties to the weld thickness.
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APPENDIX B

ABAQUS MATERIALS PROPERTY INPUT
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** Material Properties Input 10/7/93

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID17, MATE}aAL=PLATE

*MATERIAL, NAME=PLATE

*ELASTIC

10.8E6,0.33

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID18, MATERIAL=FORGING

*MATERIAL, NAME=FORGING

*ELASTIC

10.8E6,O.33

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID 10, MATERIAL=MID 10

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID 10

*ELASTIC

6.67E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+O0

1S 000, 3.41E-04

20000, 9.80E-04

30000, 5.8OE-03

32S00, 8.37E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID11, MATERIAL=MID11

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID11

*ELASTIC

7.22E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

IO000,O.OOE+O0

1S000,2.84E-04

20000,8.17E-04

30000,4.84E-03

32500,6.98E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID12, MATERIAL=MID12

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID 12

*ELASTIC

7.SE6,0.33

*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+00

1SO00, 2.28E-04

20000, 6.55E-04

30000, 3.87E-03
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32500, 5.59E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID13, MATERIAL=MID13

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID13

*ELASTIC

7.77E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+O0

15000, 1.71E-04

20000, 4.92E-04

30000, 2.91E-03

32500, 4.20E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID14, MATERIAL=MID14

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID 14

*ELASTIC

8.05E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+O0

1SO00, 1.15E-04

20000, 3.29E-04

30000, 1.95E-03

32500, 2.81E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PIDIS, MATERIAL=MIDIS

*MATERIAL, NAME=MIDIS

*ELASTIC

8.33E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+O0

1SO00, 5.79E-05

20000, 1.67E-04

30000, 9.86E-04

32500, 1.42E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID20, MATERIAL=MID20

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID20

*ELASTIC

8.29E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+O0

15000, 2.27E-04

20000, 7.40E-04

30000, 4.66E-03

32500, 7.11E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID21, MATERIAL=MID21

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID21
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*ELASTIC

8.36E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+O0

15000, 1.90E-04

20000, 6.17E-04

30000, 3.88E-03

32500, 5.93E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID22, MATERIAL=MID22

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID22

*ELASTIC

8.39E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+O0

15000, 1.52E-04

20000, 4.94E-04

30000, 3.11E-03

32500, 4.75E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID23, MATERIAL=MID23

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID23

*ELASTIC

8.43E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+O0

15000, 1.14E-04

20000, 3.71E-04

30000, 2.34E-03

32500, 3.57E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID24, MATERIAL=MID24

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID24

*ELASTIC

8.46E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+O0

15000, 7.64E-05

20000, 2.49E-04

30000, 1.56E-03

32500, 2.39E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID25, MATEKIAL=MID25

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID25

*ELASTIC

8.50E6,0.33

*PLASTIC



10000, O.OOE+O0

15000, 3.86E-05

20000, 1.26E-04

30000, 7.92E-04

32500, 1.21D03
*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID3 O, MATERIAL=MID30

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID30
*ELASTIC

9.91E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+O0

15000, 1.14E-04

20000, 5.00E-04

30000, 3.51E-03

32500, 5.84E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID31, MATERIAL=MID31

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID31
*ELASTIC

9.50E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+O0

15000, 9.49E-05

20000, 4.17E-04

30000, 2.93E-03

32500, 4.87E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID32, MATERIAL=MID32

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID32
*ELASTIC

9.29E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+O0

1S000, 7.60E-05

20000, 3.34E-04

30000, 2.3SE-03

32500, 3.90E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID33, MATERIAL=MID33

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID33
*ELASTIC

9.08E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+O0

15000, 5.71E-05

20000, 2.51E-04
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30000, 1.76E-03

32500, 2.93E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID34, MATERIAL=MID34

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID34

*ELASTIC

8.87E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+O0

15000, 3.82E-05

20000, 1.68E-O4

30000, 1.18E-03

32500, 1.96E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID3S, MATERIAL=MID35

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID35

*ELASTIC

8.66E6,O.33

*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+O0

15000, 1.93E-05

20000, 8.49E-05

30000, 5.97E-04

32500, 9.93E-04

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID40, MATERIAL=MID40

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID40

*ELASTIC

11.5E6,O.33

*PLASTIC

15000 O.OOE+O0

20000 2.59E-04

22500 3.89D04

25000 7.18E-04

27500 1.34E-O3

30000 2.37E-03

32500 4.57E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID41, MATERIAL=MID41

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID41

*ELASTIC

10.6E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

1 S 000, O.OOE+OO

20000, 2.16E-04

22500, 3.25E-04

25000, 5.99E-04
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27500, 1.12E-03

30000, 1.97E-03

32500, 3.81E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID42, MATERIAL=MID42

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID42

*ELASTIC

10.2E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 1.73E-04

22500, 2.60E-04

25000, 4.80E-04

27500, 8.98E-04

30000, 1.58E-03

32500, 3.05E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID43, MATERIAL=MID43

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID43

*ELASTIC

9.74E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 1.30E-04

22500, 1.95E-04

25000, 3.61E-04

27500, 6.75E-04

30000, 1.19E-03

32500, 2.30E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID44, MATERIAL=MID44

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID44

*ELASTIC

9.29E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 8.69E-05

22500, 1.31E-04

25000, 2.41E-04

27500, 4.52E-04

30000, 7.95E-04

32500, 1.54E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID45, MATERIAL=MID45

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID45

*ELASTIC

8.82E6,0.33
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*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 4.40E-05

22500, 6.62E-O5

25000, 1.22E-04

27500, 2.29E-04

30000, 4.O2E-04

32500, 7.77E-O4

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID60, MATERIAL=MID60

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID60
*ELASTIC

11.3E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 2.15E-04

22500, 3.24E-04

25000, 6.31E-O4

27500, 1.10E-03

30000, 1.97E-03

32500, 3.73E-03
*SOLID SECTION, EISET=PID61, MATERIAL=MID61

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID61
*ELASTIC

10.7E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 1.79E-04

22500, 2.70E-04

25000, 5.26E-04

27500, 9.20E-04

30000, 1.64E-03

32500, 3.11E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSEF=PID62, MATERIAL=MID62

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID62
*ELASTIC

10.4E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000,1.44E-04

22500,2.16E-04

25000,4.22E-04

27500,7.37E-04

30000,1.32E-03
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32500, 2.49E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID63, MATERIAL=MID63

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID63
*ELASTIC

10.1E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 1.08E-04

22500, 1.63E-04

25000, 3.17E-04

27500, 5.54E-04

30000, 9.90E-04

32500, 1.87E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID64, MATERIAL=MID64

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID64

*ELASTIC

9.76E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 7.22E-05

22500, 1.09E-04

25000, 2.12E-04

27500, 3.71E-04

30000, 6.62E-04

32500, 1.25E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID6S, MATERIAL=MID65

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID6S

*ELASTIC

9.45E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+00

20000, 3.66E-05

22500, 5.50E-05

25000, 1.07E-04

27500, 1.88E-04

30000, 3.35E-04

32500, 6.34E-04

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID70, MATERIAL=MID70

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID70

*ELASTIC

11.0E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+00
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20000,1.71E-04

22500,2.58E-O4

25000,5.44E-04

27500,8.62E-04

30000, 1.58E-03

32500,2.88E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID71, MATERIAL=MID71

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID71
*ELASTIC

10.7E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0
20000 1.43E-04

22500 2.15E-04

25000 4.54E-04

27500 7.19E-O4
30000 1.32E-03

32500 2.41E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID72, MATERIAL=MID72
*MATERIAL, NAME=MID72
*ELASTIC

10.5E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

15000, O.00E+O0

20000, 1.14E-04

22500, 1.73E-04

25000, 3.63E-04

27500, 5.76E-04

30000, 1.05E-O3

32500, 1.93E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID73, MATERIAL=MID73

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID73

*ELASTIC

10.4E6,O.33

*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000,8.60E-05

22500, 1.30E-04

25000,2.73E-04

27500,4.33E-04

30000,7.92E-04

32500,1.45E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID74, MATERIAL=MID74



*MATERIAL, NAME=MID74

*ELASTIC

I0.2E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 5.76E-05

22500, 8.68E-05

25000, 1.83E-04

27500, 2.90E-04

30000, 5.30E-04

32500, 9.69E-04

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID75, MATERIAL=MID75

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID75

*ELASTIC

10.1E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 2.91E-05

22500, 4.39E-05

25000, 9.24E-O5

27500, 1.47E-04

30000, 2.68E-04

32500, 4.90E-04

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID80, MATERIAL=MID80

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID80

*ELASTIC

10.7E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

1SO00, O.OOE+OO

20000, 1.28E-04

22500, 1.93E-04

25000, 4.56E-04

27500, 6.20E-04

30000, 1.18E-03

32500, 2.04E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID81, MATERIAL=MID81

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID81

*ELASTIC

10.7E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

15000, O.00E+00

20000, 1.06E-04

22500, 1.61E-04
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25000, 3.80E-04

27500, 5.17E-04

30000, 9.85E-04

32500, 1.70E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID82, MATERIAL=MID82

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID82
*ELASTIC

10.7E6,O.33

*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 8.52E-05

22500, 1.29E-04

25 O00, 3.05 E-04

27500, 4.14E-04

30000, 7.89E-04

32500, 1.36E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID83, MATERIAL=MID83

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID83

*ELASTIC

10.8E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 6.41E-05

22500, 9.66E-05

25000, 2.29E-04

27500, 3.11E-04

30000, 5.93E-04

32500, 1.02E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID84, MATFRIAL--MID84

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID8 4

*ELASTIC

10.7E6,0.3 3

*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 4.29E-05

22500, 6.47E-05

25000, 1.53E-04

27500, 2.O8E-04

30000, 3.97E-O4

32500, 6.85E-04

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID85, MATERIAL=MID85

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID85

*ELASTIC
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10.7E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

15000, 0.00E+00

20000,2.17E-05

22500,3.27E-05

25000,7.76E-05

27500,1.05E-04

30000,2.01E-04

32500,3.47E-04
*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PIDIO0, MATERIAL=MIDIO0

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID 100
*ELASTIC

10.8E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000,1.06E-04

22500,2.09E-04

25000,4.46E-04

27500,6.15E-04

30000,1.15E-03

32500,2.01E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET= PID 101, MATERIAL=MID 101

*MATERIAL, NAME=MIDIO 1

*ELASTIC

10.8E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

15000,0.00E+00

20000,8.82E-05

22500,1.75E-04

25000,3.72E-04

27500,5.13E-04

30000,9.58E-04

32500,1.68E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PIDIO2, MATERIAL=MIDI02

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID102

*ELASTIC

10.8E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000,7.06E-05

22500,1.40E-04

25000,2.98E-04

27500,4.11E-04
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30000, 7.67E-04

32500, 1.34E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PIDI03, MA'IERIAL=MIDI03

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID 103
*ELASTIC

10.8E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+OO

20000, 5.31E-05

22500, 1.05E-04

25000, 2.24E-04

27500, 3.09E-04

30000, S.77E-O4

32500, 1.01E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID 104, MATERIAL=MID 104

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID104
*ELASTIC

10.8E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 3.55E-05

22500, 7.04E-05

25000, 1.50E-04

27500, 2.07E-04

30000, 3.86E-04

32500, 6.76E-O4

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PIDIO5, MATERIAL=MID105

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID 105

*ELASTIC

10.8E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, t.80E-OS

22500, 3.56E-05

25000, 7.58E-05

27500, 1.05E-04

30000, 1.95E-04

32500, 3.42E-04

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID110, MATERIAL=MID110

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID110

*ELASTIC

10.8E6,O.33

*PLASTIC
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15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 8.39E-05

22500, 2.26E-04

25000, 4.35E-04

27500, 6.10E-04

30000, 1.12E-03

32500, 1.99E-03
*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID111, MATERIAL=MID111

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID111
*ELASTIC

10.8E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0
20000 6.99E-05

22500 1.89E-04

25000 3.63E-04

27500 5.09E-04

30000 9.31E-04

32500 1.66E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID112, MATERIAL=MID112

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID 112
*ELASTIC

10.8E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 5.60E-05

22500, 1.S 1E-04

25000, 2.91E-04

27500, 4.08E-04

30000, 7.46E-04

32500, 1.33E-03

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID113, MATERIAL=MID 113

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID113
*ELASTIC

10.8E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

1S000, O.OOE+O0

20000,4.21E-05
22500,1.14E-04

25000,2.18E-04
27500,3.06E-04

30000,5.60E-04

32500,9.96E-04
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*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID114, MATERIAL=MID114

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID114

*ELASTIC

10.8E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

15000, 0.00E+00

20000, 2.82E-05

22500, 7.60E-05

25000, 1.46E-04

27500, 2.05E-04

30000, 3.75E-04

32500, 6.67E-04

*SOLID SECTION,

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID115
*ELASTIC

I0.8E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 1.43E-05

22500, 3.85E-05

ELSET=PID115, MATERIAL=MID115

*ELASTIC

10.8E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

15000, O.OOE+O0

20000, 1.05E-05

22500, 4.14E-05

25000, 7.21E-05

27500, 1.03E-04

30000, 1.84E-04

32500, 3.33E-04

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID140, MATERIAL=MID140

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID140

*ELASTIC

12.9E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

i0000, 0.00E+00

15000, 1.28E-05

20000, 4.13E-05

30000, 1.27E-04

32500,2.40E-04



10000, O.OOE+O0

15000, 1.29E-05

22500, 4.08E-05

25000, 7.11E-05
2?500, 1.13E-04

30000, 2.06E-04
32500, 4.33E-04

*SOHD SECTION, ELSET=PID 154, MATERIAL=MID 154
*MATERIAL, NAME=MID 154
*ELASTIC

12.2E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+00

15000, 8.62E-06

22500, 2.73E-05

25000, 4.76E-05

27500, 7.58E-05

30000, 1.38E-04

32500, 2.90E-04

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID 155, MATERIAL=MID 155

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID 155

*ELASTIC

11.7E6,0.33

*PLASTIC

10000, O.OOE+O0

15000, 4.36E-06

22500, 1.38E-05

25000, 2.41E-O5

27500, 3.83E-05

30000, 6.99E-05

32500, 1.47E-04

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID160, MATERIAL=MID160

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID160

*ELASTIC

15.6E6,O.33

*PLASTIC

25000, O.OOE+O0

27500, 3.52E-05

30000, 7.42E-05

32500, 3.12E-04

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PlD161, MATERIAL=MID161

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID 161

*ELASTIC
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14.6E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

25000, O.OOE+O0

27500, 2.94E-05

30000, 6.19E-05

32500, 2.60E-04

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID162, MNfERIAL=MID162

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID 162
*ELASTIC

14.1E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

25000, O.OOE+O0

27500, 2.35E-05

30000, 4.95E-O5

32500, 2.09E-04

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID163, MATERIAL=MID163

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID163
*ELASTIC

13.6E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

25000, O.00E+O0

27500, 1.77E-05

30000, 3.72E-05

32500, 1.57E-04

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID 164, MATERIAL=MID 164
*MATERIAL, NAME=MID 164
*ELASTIC

13.0E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

25000, O.OOE+O0

27500, 1.18E-05

30000, 2.49E-05

32500, 1.05E-04

*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=PID165, MATERIAL=MID165

*MATERIAL, NAME=MID 165
*ELASTIC

12.5E6,0.33
*PLASTIC

25000, O.OOE+O0

27500, 5.99E-06

30000, 1.26E-05

32500, 5.31E-OS
** LOAD CASE 100
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*pPEPRINT,ECHO=I'40'I-IISTORY=I'40'MODEL=YES

,STEP,INC =20

LOAD CASE 100

*STATIC ,DIRECT

0.5000E-01 1.000

*** Load-lO0

*DLOAD, oP=NEW

4105, P4, -32500-

4114, P4, -32500.

4123, P4, -32500.

4132, P4, -32500.

4141, P4, -32500.

4150, P4, -32500.

4159, P4, -32500.

4168, P4, -32500.

4177,P4, -32500.

4186, P4, -32500.

4195, P4, -32500.

4204, P4, -32500.

4213, P4, -32500.

4222, P4, -32500.

4231, P4, -32500.

4240, P4, -32500.

4249, P4, -32500.

4258, P4, -32500.

4267,P4, -32500.

4276, P4, -32500.

4285, P4, -32500.

4294, P4, -32500.

4303, P4, -32500.

4312, P4, -32500.

4321, P4, -32500.

4330, P4, -32500.

4339, P4, -32500.

4348, P4, -32500.

4357,P4, -32500.

4366, P4, -32500.

4375, P4, -32500.

4384, P4, -32500.

4393,P4, -32500.

4402, P4, -32500.
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4411, P4, -32500.

4420, P4, -32500.

4429, P4, -32500.

4438, P4, -32500.

4447, P4, -32500.

4456, P4, -32500.

4465, P4, -32500.

4474, P4, -32500.

4483, P4, -32500.

4492, P4, -32500.

4501, P4, -32500.

4510, P4, -32500.

4519, P4, -32500.

4528, P4, -32500.

4537, P4, -32500.

4546, P4, -32500.

4555, P4, -32500.

4564, P4, -32500.

4573, P4, -32500.

4582, P4, -32500.

4591, P4, -32500.

4600, P4, -32500.

4609, P4, -32500.

4618, P4, -32500.

4627, P4, -32500.

4636, P4, -32500.

4645, P4, -32500.

4654, P4, -32500.

4663, P4, -32500.

4672, P4, -32500.

*FILE FORMAT ASCII

*EL PRINT,FREQ.=0

*NODE PRINT,FREQ.=0

*NODE FILE, GLOBAL=YES,FREQ=20

U

*EL FILE,POSITI ON=CENTROIDAL'FREG_- 1

S

E

PE

*END STEP
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APPENDIX C

COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS TO ABAQUS RESULTS
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